Connected shape-size pattern spectra for rotation and scale-invariant classification of gray-scale images.
In this paper, we describe a multiscale and multishape morphological method for pattern-based analysis and classification of gray-scale images using connected operators. Compared with existing methods, which use structuring elements, our method has three advantages. First, in our method, the time needed for computing pattern spectra does not depend on the number of scales or shapes used, i.e., the computation time is independent of the dimensions of the pattern spectrum. Second, size and strict shape attributes can be computed, which we use for the construction of joint 2D shape-size pattern spectra. Third, our method is significantly less sensitive to noise and is rotation-invariant. Although rotation invariance can also be approximated by methods using structuring elements at different angles, this tends to be computationally intensive. The classification performance of these methods is discussed using four image sets: Brodatz, COIL-20, COIL-100, and diatoms. The new method obtains better or equal classification performance to the best competitor with a 5 to 9-fold speed gain.